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Abstract
This study examines how People's Daily portrayed tourism and minorities in its news

coverage. The study includes both quantitative and qualitative components. The objective of

the quantitative section is to determine in what contexts tourism appears in news reporting

and whether the presence of these contexts has changed since the 1999 World Horticultural

Exposition in Kunming. The objective of the qualitative section was to determine how the

image of minorities is constructed in some of the identified media contexts and to what extent

and in what ways the news reporting can be considered to have been stereotyped. The

theoretical framework is based on critical discourse theory approaches. The results of the

quantitative analysis showed that tourism appears in eight different media contexts, with the

economic link being by far the most common. The results of the quantitative analysis also

indicate that tourism reporting increased after the 1999 World Horticultural Exposition, but a

strong correlation could not be established. The results of the qualitative analysis indicate that

news coverage may be influenced to some extent by minority stereotypes.

Keywords: People's Daily - China - Tourism - Stereotyping - Yunnan - Qualitative and

Quantitative content analysis - Comparative analysis - Discourse analysis
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

Yunnan, which literally means "south of the clouds" in Chinese, is the most southwestern

province of China. Externally, it shares borders with Vietnam, Laos, and Myanmar; internally,

it shares borders with Guizhou, Guangxi, Chongqing, Sichuan, and Tibet. Yunnan is home to

numerous ethnic minorities, each with its own unique history, language, and customs. I hoped

to gain a better understanding of their contributions to Yunnan's culture and society by

conducting research and writing about these minorities. In addition, a paper on this subject

could shed light on the challenges and issues faced by these minority communities and

provide valuable insight into how we can support and promote their rights and well-being.

Overall, I believed that writing about Yunnan's minorities could be a rewarding and

educational endeavor and could contribute to a more nuanced understanding of this

fascinating region.

However, I knew that simply writing about minorities in Yunnan would be far too broad a

topic, so I decided to focus on how they have been portrayed in Chinese media. Despite this,

the limited time I had to write this paper rendered this topic too broad. As someone who likes

to travel, I decided to look into how the media has portrayed tourism in Yunnan and how it

has changed over time.

Through this research and writing project, I hope to not only shed light on an

often-overlooked aspect of Chinese tourism but also contribute to the ongoing discussion

about the role of the media in promoting and shaping our perceptions of various industries

and destinations.

I've decided to examine the 1999 World Horticultural Exposition in Kunming with special

attention. It was an international horticultural exhibition that highlighted the relationship

between humans and the natural world through a variety of exhibits and demonstrations. The

event drew visitors from all over the world and highlighted the most recent developments in

horticulture and gardening. The exhibition contributed to the marketing of Kunming and

Yunnan as tourist destinations. The event generated a great deal of media coverage, both in

China and abroad, which helped put Kunming and Yunnan on the map as destinations that are
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interesting and appealing to tourists. This, in turn, aided in attracting more tourists to the

region during the event and in subsequent years.1 As a result, I will pay close attention to

determine if the World Expo was a significant enough event to have had a discernible impact

on media coverage of tourism in Yunnan.

1.2 Purpose

The purpose of this research paper is to examine the contexts in which minorities and tourism

have appeared in People's Daily, the official newspaper of the Chinese Communist Party, over

the last 40 years. Specifically, this study aims to identify the trends and patterns in the

portrayal of minorities and tourism in the newspaper, as well as any changes that may have

occurred over time. By analyzing the coverage of minorities and tourism in People's Daily,

this research aims to shed light on the ways in which the Chinese government has approached

and interacted with these issues and to provide a deeper understanding of the role that these

topics have played in Chinese society and politics. The research has two parts: a quantitative

part and a qualitative part, where the quantitative research is used to answer the first question

and to identify units of analysis for the qualitative research which aims to answer the second

question. The purpose of the quantitative study is to examine the contexts in which tourism

has appeared in news reporting and how these contexts have changed over time. With

reference to 1989, 1999, 2009 and 2019, the aim is to map the news coverage in the People's

Daily before and after the 1999 World Horticultural Exposition was held in Kunming.

Overall, the goal of this study is to contribute to a broader understanding of the relationships

between minorities, tourism, and the media in China.

1.3 Questions

1a) In what contexts does tourism in Yunnan appear in news reporting in “Renmin Ribao”人

民日报 [People's Daily]?

1b) Can the occurrence of these contexts be considered to have changed after the 1999

World Horticultural Exposition in Kunming - and if so, how?

2a) In what ways is the image of minorities constructed in news reporting in some of the

contexts identified?

2b) To what extent and in what way is news reporting characterized by stereotyping?

1 Zhang Fan 张帆, “Kunming shijieyuanyibolanhui huimou zhiyi” 99昆明世界园艺博览会回眸之一 [A look
back at Kunming World Horticultural Expo 99], Renmin ribao 人民日报 [People’s Daily], November 18, 1999
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1.4 Previous research

There is a large body of research that has already been done on tourism in Yunnan. Some

examples of research that has been conducted in this area include:

Studies on the economic impact of tourism in Yunnan, examining the ways in which the

tourism industry contributes to the local and national economies. For example, a study on

tourism revenue, employment, and other economic indicators to assess the impact of tourism

in the region.2

Research on the environmental impact of tourism in Yunnan, examining the ways in which

the tourism industry affects the natural environment and the steps that are being taken to

mitigate any negative impacts. Such as a study on the impact of tourism on wildlife, habitats,

and natural resources, as well as the implementation of sustainable tourism practices in the

region.3

Studies on the cultural impact of tourism in Yunnan, examining the ways in which the

tourism industry affects the region's cultural heritage and traditions. This includes a study

which investigated the preservation of Yunnan's distinctive culture, the influence of tourism

on local communities, and the role of cultural attractions in the tourism industry.4

Research on the impact of tourism on law and order in Yunnan, examining the ways in which

the tourism industry affects crime rates, public safety, and other aspects of law and order in

the region. For example, a study on the role of law enforcement agencies in protecting

4 Bi Jingwen 毕競文, Wang Dan 王丹 & Tang Xiaojing 汤小晶, “Yunnan lüyou shichang minzuwenhua
tongzhihua xianxiang sikao yu fenxi”云南旅游市场民族文化同质化现象思考与分析 [Reflections on and
Analyses of the Homogenization of Ethnic Cultures in the Tourism Market of Yunnan Province],“Yunnan
nongye zhiye jishu xueyuan” 云南农业职业技术学院 [Yunnan Agricultural Vocational and Technical College],
“Zhongguo zhi wang” 中国知网 [China National Knowledge Infrastructure], 2020

3 Mao Ruihong 毛瑞红, “Shilun Yunnan lüyou ziyuan kaifa de yuanze qi fanglue”试论云南旅游资源开发的原
则及其方略 [The Principles and Strategies of Yunnan Tourism Resource Development], “Yunnan caijing daxue
dongmeng xueyuan” 云南财经大学东盟学院 [ASEAN Institute of Yunnan University of Finance and
Economics], “Zhongguo zhi wang” 中国知网 [China National Knowledge Infrastructure], 2009

2 Luo Guangwu 罗光武, “Yunnansheng lüyou jingjizengzhang yingxiang yinsu de shizheng fenxi” 云南省旅游
经济增长影响因素的实证分析 [Empirical analysis of factors influencing tourism economic growth in Yunnan
Province], “Yunnan shifandaxue”云南师范大学 [Yunnan Normal University], “Zhongguo zhi wang” 中国知网
[China National Knowledge Infrastructure], 18 May 2014
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tourists, as well as the implementation of measures to prevent and address crime and other

threats to tourists.5

Overall, there is a wealth of research that has already been done on tourism in Yunnan. These

studies provide valuable insights into the various impacts of the tourism industry on the

region, and help to inform the development of sustainable and responsible tourism practices

in Yunnan.

2. Theoretical framework
The theoretical framework is established on a discourse-theoretical foundation since the study

investigates the media contexts in which tourism occurs in news reporting and identifies how

the image of minorities is produced within these contexts. Since the objective is also to

explore how language creates different hierarchies of status, critical discourse analysis

methodologies have been deemed the most advantageous.

2.1 Discourse theory

Discourse theory aims to comprehend the social as a discursive construction within which all

social phenomena can be analyzed using discourse-analytical tools.6 There are many

definitions of the term "discourse," but it can be said that a discourse is a particular way of

talking about and understanding the world (or a section of the world).7 A discourse can thus

be seen as a fixation of meaning within a specific domain with the aim of creating

unambiguity, which can thus lead to the exclusion of other perceptions and possibilities

within the prevailing discourse.8 The overarching idea of discourse theory is that social

phenomena are, so to speak, never complete or total. Meaning can never be definitively fixed,

leaving room for a constant social struggle over definitions of society and identity—a

struggle whose outcome has social consequences .9 For example, if in a given discourse

"minorities" are equated with "criminality," then as a discourse analyst one must show how

9 Jørgensen, op. cit., p. 31
8 Jørgensen, op. cit., p. 33–34
7 Jørgensen, op. cit., p. 7
6 Winther Jørgensen & Phillips, Diskursanalys som teori och metod (Lund: Studentlitteratur, 2000), p. 31

5 Hua xiao 华霄, The Change of Tourism Market Supervision Policy in Yunnan from the Perspective of
Punctuated Equilibrium, “Yunnan minzudaxue” 云南民族大学 [Yunnan Nationalities Institute], “Zhongguo zhi
wang” 中国知网 [China National Knowledge Infrastructure], June 2022
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this linkage takes place discursively and what consequences it has for both "minorities" and

"the majority".10

With this framework, one can then try to map the different discourses: what areas they cover,

how they each make sense of the world, where there is open struggle between different

narratives, and what certainties the different discourses agree on. The framework can then be

used to track discursive changes over time or to examine how people strategically use the

existing discourses in tangible interactions.11 The aim of the analysis is therefore not to clarify

objective reality, for example, to determine which groups society "truly" consists of, but to

examine how we create reality so that it becomes an objective and self-evident world.12

2.2 Critical discourse analysis

If discourse theory aims to map how society and the world are created through different types

of discursive practices, critical discourse theory focuses on examining the dimensions of

power that are part of these or follow from them. The aim of critical discourse analysis is to

problematize and empirically study the relationship between discursive practice and cultural

and social development and change in different social contexts.13

Five distinctive characteristics of critical discourse analysis have been identified by

Fairclough. In this case, these characteristics can be seen as bringing order to an otherwise

convoluted and often difficult to interpret field.

First, linguistic and discursive qualities are attributed to social and cultural structures. This

implies that discursive practices, through which texts are created, received, and interpreted,

are viewed as a type of social practice that contributes to the constitution and formation of

our social world, as well as our relationships and identities. And it is in part through this

process that cultural and social transformation is re-created. Second, discourses are viewed as

constituting and being constitutive, as they both shape our world and are shaped by other

social practices.

13 Jørgensen, op. cit., p. 66
12 Jørgensen, op. cit., p. 40
11 Jørgensen, op. cit., p. 138
10Jørgensen, op. cit., p. 56
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Thus, discourse not only helps to organize and reorganize social systems, but it also reflects

them. Thirdly, in critical discourse analysis, language is empirically analyzed within its social

context. This indicates that the focus is on linguistic and textual analysis, as opposed to other

interpretations of discourse theory that do not examine the use of language itself. Fourthly,

we consider the ideological function of discourses. In other words, discursive practices

contribute to the production and maintenance of unequal power relations, such as those

between women and men, classes, and ethnic majorities and minorities. Critical discourse

analysis focuses on the discourses that construct our world and the impact of these

constructed discourses on the interests of various groups. Thus, the critical approach aims to

contribute to social change in the direction of greater communication equality and, ultimately,

a more egalitarian society. Fifthly, critical discourse analysis, like other objective social

sciences, is not politically neutral. Instead, it is political because it seeks to effect social

change for the benefit of oppressed groups. The analysis of this study will take into account

these five characteristics.14

2.2 Stereotypes and stereotyping

Stereotypes can be defined as rudimentary ideas about people's traits based on impressions of

group membership and its attributes, and these simplistic views are seen as indivisible.

Cognitive research indicates that stereotyped thinking can never be totally avoided, as people

require assumptions in order to absorb and process all the impressions to which they are

constantly exposed.

Nevertheless, it is crucial to understand the effects of stereotyping for individuals who are

affected by it. Once a stereotype has taken hold, it is resistant to different sorts of impressions

and thus difficult to alter.15

3. Method and materials
This chapter discusses the methodology for quantitative content analysis and qualitative text

analysis. In the sections that follow, both methodologies are provided separately, detailing the

methodology for the selection of analysis units as well as the corresponding coding and

15 Petersson, B. & Hellström, A. Stereotyper i vardagen. Bilder av ”de främmande” (Stockholm:
Krisberedskapsmyndigheten, 2004), p. 8-9

14 Jørgensen, op. cit., p. 67-70
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analysis procedures. Delimitations, criticisms that can be addressed at the procedures, and

ethical perspectives are also offered in regard to the two methods.

3.1 Quantitative content analysis:

Since questions 1a and 1b deal with the contexts in which tourism in Yunnan appears in news

reporting and how the occurrence of these contexts has changed since the 1999 World

Horticultural Exposition in Kunming, a quantitative content analysis was the most

appropriate for this part of the study. This is because quantitative content analysis enables the

presentation of large amounts of data in a manageable way. In this case, an inductive

approach has been implemented. The concept of induction can be referred to as "the path of

discovery" and is about how we can connect to a general knowledge of the theory from the

empirical data studied.16 In this case, the inductive approach has meant that the quantification

and categorisation of the articles has been carried out while the material was being read

through. This was done in order to identify the media contexts in which tourism appears in

People’s Daily news reporting.

3.1.1 Selection of materials

The material for the study consists of articles taken from the People's Daily website. To find

suitable articles, the website's own search engine was used, and the keywords used were:

“Yunnan”,云南 [Yunnan] and “Lüyou”旅游 [tourism]. The time period of the articles was

confined to the months of May and June in 1989, 1999, 2009, and 2019. The years and

months were chosen for practical reasons, partly because ten years may be a reasonable

period to see if there has been any change, partly because the World Horticultural Exposition

in Kunming in 1999 which opened on the 30th of April and was a huge investment in Yunnan

by the central government, and partly to avoid the Corona pandemic by ending with the year

2019. Only articles published in the People's Daily during the above-mentioned time period

and that contained both keywords were selected as material. These selection criteria resulted

in 4 articles from 1989, 17 articles from 1999, 11 articles from 2009, and 19 articles from

2019 that formed the basis of the study. All the selected articles have the People's Daily as

their source, and all the articles are in Chinese.

All the translations from the Chinese newspaper articles are made by the essay writer himself.

16 Andersen. Den uppenbara verkligheten. Val av samhällsvetenskaplig metod (Lund: Studentlitteratur, 1998). p.
29-30
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3.1.2 Coding of analytical units

Since the quantitative study has partly been about finding out in which media contexts

tourism appears in the People's Daily news coverage, the coding in this case has been about

identifying and defining these media contexts. As previously stated, the approach is inductive

in nature and is thus concerned with how we can connect to a general knowledge of the

theory based on the empirical data studied.17 Among the 51 articles, a total of eight different

media contexts in which tourism was featured were identified. Initially, the 51 articles were

collated to create order in the material, with publication, date of publication, title of the news

article, and author noted (see Appendix 1). Based on this compilation, the articles could then

be defined and categorised into different media contexts using a codebook (see Appendix 2

for the codebook and introductions and a summary of the identified media contexts in each

publication). An article may be included in several different categories.

3.2 Qualitative text analysis: critical discourse analysis as method

Critical discourse analysis can be perceived as a complex methodology, and it can be

challenging to distinguish between theory and method in the relevant literature. Every

instance of language use, according to Fairclough, is a form of communicative event with

three dimensions: the level of text, the level of discursive practice, and the level of social

practice. Below, each level of analysis is presented, first independently and then in relation to

the others.18

By first analyzing the text's characteristics, one can map the textual creation of discourses.

There are a variety of tools available for this purpose; however, this study will focus on the

modality of the text. Modality is defined as "manner," and modality analysis examines the

extent to which a speaker agrees with a proposition. Writing "it is," "I think it is," and

"perhaps it is" are different ways of expressing something and contain different degrees of

modality - and the modality chosen will have implications for the discourse's construction of

knowledge and meaning systems as well as social relations. If a speaker fully agrees with his

or her assertion, it is presented as both true and unquestionable knowledge. The media is an

example of a discourse that presents interpretations as if they were facts. The analysis of

18 Jørgensen, op. cit., p. 85-91
17 Ibid.
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modality enables us to determine the extent to which claims about minorities are presented as

facts.19

Second, the discursive practice will be analyzed, which involves an examination of how texts

are produced and consumed. The discursive practice can also be analyzed linguistically in

order to identify discourses in the concrete text. According to Fairclough, if a text has a high

level of interdiscursivity, i.e., it contains numerous discourses, this is an indication of social

change, whereas if it contains few discourses, it indicates that the dominant discourse order is

being reproduced.20 In other words, it is one thing to examine how media consumers interpret

news content, but quite another to assess the extent to which news texts provide a variety of

perspectives and interpretations. Both approaches are part of Fairclough's discursive practice,

but the focus of this paper is on the latter, which can be accomplished by analyzing a given

text.

Thirdly, after analyzing the model's two internal dimensions, they must be related to the

surrounding social practice of which they are both a part.21 It can be said that social practice

is concerned with the cultural beliefs that exist in our society and are either confirmed or

renegotiated. This article examines the relationship between discursive practice and the

discourse order to which it belongs. Examining whether the discursive practice reproduces

the discourse order and thus contributes to maintaining the same in the broader social

practice, or whether there are signs of social change due to changes in the discourse order, is

the purpose of analyzing the social practice. In this section of the analysis, the question is

approached in terms of its ideological consequences.22

On the one hand, using Fairclough's model, it is possible to analyze how the image of

minorities is created textually. As analyzable dimensions, stereotyping is highlighted in this

study. This is relevant to both the textual level and the discursive practice level of

Fairclough's model. This is due to the fact that stereotyping can be used to illustrate, for

instance, when minorities are represented as the Other in specific textual contexts and to

explain how this perspective can be viewed as dominant over other possible perspectives.

22 Ibid.
21 Jørgensen, op. cit., p. 90
20 Jørgensen, op. cit., p. 85-86
19 Jørgensen, op. cit., p. 87-88
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3.2.1 Selection of materials

Prior to the selection of the seven articles that were ultimately chosen as representatives for

the qualitative study, a quantitative approach was used to quantify the articles into various

categories. Parallel to the quantification, the collection technique of relevance sampling was

utilized to select more purposeful representatives for the qualitative study. Relevance

sampling is used to select text units that contribute to answering the research questions, and

the selection can be compared to a hierarchical procedure that limits the number of units of

analysis systematically. However, the units ultimately chosen for a study should not be

viewed as representative of the entire population of texts, but rather as a collection of texts

that answer the research questions. Five of the eight identified contexts in which tourism

appeared in news reporting were used to select articles for the qualitative section. Initially the

aim was to have eight articles, two from every decade, but since only one article from 1989

had any connection or mention of a minority group the sampling group ended up with seven

articles. Although seven may appear to be a small number, grammatical analyses are best

suited for less extensive materials. This, however, increases the need to choose texts that are

representative of the phenomenon under investigation. Given that these seven articles

correspond to research questions 2a and 2b, they can be considered relevant. The criterion

applied to the articles was that as much as possible of the analysis scheme should be utilized.

The units of analysis should not be considered representative of an entire population of texts,

but rather as a population of relevant texts with pertinent content. Importantly, other units of

analysis from the larger population could have served as the basis for a qualitative analysis.23

3.3 People's Daily

People's Daily is the official newspaper of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). As such, it

serves as a mouthpiece for the CCP, promoting its viewpoints and policies to the Chinese

public. The newspaper has a wide circulation and is widely read in China, making it an

important tool for the CCP to shape public opinion and disseminate its message. While the

newspaper does report on a wide range of topics, its coverage is heavily slanted towards the

CCP's perspective and often reflects the party line on various issues. As such, it reflects the

party's official positions on a wide range of issues, including domestic and international

policies, economic and social developments, and political and ideological matters. By reading

People's Daily, it is possible to get a sense of the party's priorities and concerns, as well as its

23 Krippendorff, K. Content Analysis. An Introduction to Its Methodology (3rd ed). (California, CA: Sage
Publications, 2013). p. 120.
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position on various issues. Additionally, the newspaper often features commentary and

analysis from party officials and experts, which can provide insight into the party's thinking

on various matters.

3.5 Discussion on methodology

The purpose of critical discourse analysis has occasionally been criticized as being

subjective. This criticism is based on the theorist's belief that objectivity is impossible to

attain. And if one accepts that reality is socially constructed and that truths are the result of

various discourses, what is one's position on the claims and “truths” one produces?24 While it

may be true that critical discourse analysis is influenced by its purpose, one might wonder

what society would be like if we never directed suspicion or criticism at what we perceive to

be questionable. It is essential to remember that the ultimate goal of the critical approach is to

bring about social change and a more equitable society. This study should not be viewed as

an answer to the question of how reality is, but rather as an account of how truths about

reality are created and presented through discourse.25

There are some specific points regarding the study's methodology that need to be discussed.

The uneven distribution of articles within the various categories may seem noteworthy (see

table in Appendix 1). This is, however, a result of the criteria applied to the texts and the

search phrases employed. Other keywords might have contributed to a different distribution

and so altered both the selection and the outcomes.

3.6 Research ethics
Research ethics concerns research participants. The study did not require consent, anonymity,

or confidentiality because no outsiders participated. However, revealing the material

collecting and analysis methods has been crucial to transparency. This study meets the

Swedish Research Council's research ethics requirements of honesty, reliability, and

accountability by being open to alternative interpretations and knowing what the study may

entail. This study has modest dissemination potential and justifies placing the article's

information in a different context because journalists and editors have tremendous power

over our impressions of the world. This study solely looks at language's power relations, not

minority representation. Dissemination impacts on private names in papers studied have to be

25 Jørgensen, op. cit., p. 28
24 Jørgensen, op. cit., p. 29
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addressed. The examination of the articles places these persons in a different context, hence

their names could have been substituted with fictitious names in the body text and in

quotations. However, it should be pointed out that this approach has its disadvantages as it

becomes difficult or impossible to verify the data of the researcher. Therefore it was decided

that all persons have their real names.26

4. Result and analysis
This chapter includes the quantitative and qualitative research results and analyses.

4.1 Tourism in People's Daily: context and changes over time

Category: Exhibitions

Table 1 Number of articles on exhibitions from each year

Year Hits

1989

1999

2009

2019

Total

1

9

1

5

14

Under this category, the following articles were placed: 1, 5, 6, 8. 9, 10, 11, 16, 17, 20, 29,

33, 36, 39, 40 and 41.

Analysis of the contexts in 1989

Article 1 is about an art exhibition in Kunming. The exhibition was held to celebrate the 40th

anniversary of the founding of the People's Republic of China.27

27 (1989) Article 1
26 Vetenskapsrådet (2017). God forskningssed. Stockholm: Vetenskapsrådet.
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Analysis of the contexts in 1999

Articles 5, 6 and 20 are about the Kunming Fair, the substance of the exhibition and

negotiations comprises the import and export of goods and technologies, the promotion of

domestic and foreign investment, and the negotiation of projects of economic and

technological cooperation, etc.28

At the meeting, the combined growth of the tourism industry in the Southwest was a

prominent topic of discussion, and it was decided to create a regional tourism circle to further

the economic union and collaboration of the larger Southwest region.

The meeting also made the joint development of the tourism industry in the Southwest a major focus of

discussion, deciding to build a regional tourism circle to take the economic union and collaboration of

the greater Southwest region a bigger step forward.

会议还把联合发展西南地区旅游产业作为商讨的一大重点，决定共建区域性旅游圈，把大西南区域

经济联合与协作更大步地推向前进。29

The World Horticultural Exhibition in Kunming is the subject of Articles 6, 8. 9, 10, 11, 16,

17 and 20.

According to Article 6, the cleaning of the Dianchi Lake was quickly finished as a result of

the opening of the World Expo and the attention of many people both inside and outside the

nation.30

The “Shibohui quanqiu zhishi jingsai” 世博会全球知识竞赛 [World Expo Global

Knowledge Contest], which attracted more than 280,000 participants from 143 nations, is

discussed in Article 9. The 10 winners received a complimentary tour of Yunnan. 31

Article 16 and 17 touch upon describing contents of the Expo but mainly focus on the

infrastructure required to operate it. With Kunming International Airport becoming the

busiest airport in China32 and the provincial government setting up a Transport Coordination

group to coordinate and solve the problem of insufficient transport capacity for tourism

32 (1999) Article 16
31 (1999) Article 9
30 (1999) Article 6
29 (1999) Article 5
28 (1999) Article 20
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reception, so as to ensure that road, rail and air transport, especially ground transport, is

unimpeded and that visitors can come in and out.33

The increase in visitors to Kunming has made Kunming International Airport the busiest airport in

China, with one aircraft taking off and landing every three minutes and a daily average of 200-250

flights.

由于赴昆游客的增加，使昆明国际机场成为国内最繁忙的航空港，现约每三分钟起降一架飞机，日

均起降200—250架次。34

Li Jiating said with confidence that with the attention and concern of the Party Central Committee and

the State Council, the help and support of the central ministries and commissions and all provinces,

autonomous regions and municipalities, and as long as the people of all ethnic groups in the province

are united and work hard, we will be able to make the Expo "an international first-class event with

Chinese and Yunnan characteristics" and hand in a satisfactory Answer Sheet to the people of China.

李嘉廷充满信心地说，有党中央、国务院的重视和关心，有中央各部委和全国各省区市的帮助和支

持，只要全省各族人民团结一致，努力做好各项工作，就一定能把世博会“办出国际一流水平，办出

中国和云南特色”，向全国人民交上一份满意的答卷。35

Articles 8, 9, 10 and 20 are all about how Yunnan has or should seize the opportunity that the

World Expo is to grow its tourism industry. That the infrastructure built for the World Expo

also benefits its tourism industry.36 And that for the Expo to be truly successful it needs to

attract more tourists, and that other parts of the country should even organize tourists to

visit.37 The World Expo is also presented as part of Yunnan's opening up to the outside world

and as an opportunity to speed up the pace of attracting foreign investment 38

[...] the province's tourism capacity has now risen from the nineteenth to the fifth highest in China.

... ... 目前，云南全省旅游接待能力已从位居全国第十九位上升到第五位。39

All nine articles are positive about the exhibitions being held in Yunnan, but many of them

look at the expo as a stepping stone to achieve something more. Only Article 9 was purely

about the expo there and then.

39 (1999) Article 8
38 (1999) Article 20
37 (1999) Article 10
36 (1999) Article 8
35 (1999) Article 17
34 Ibid.
33 Ibid.
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Analysis of the contexts in 2009

Article 29 describes the Taipei Cross-Strait Tourism Expo where the booth of Yunnan

displayed their signature tourism resources and how popular it was among Taiwanese

businessmen and people.40

Analysis of the contexts in 2019

Twenty years later, Article 36 discusses the World Horticultural Exposition in Kunming. It

describes it as China's first professional-level horticultural exposition. That the tourism

business in Kunming and Yunnan grew because of the Kunming Expo as well. It says that the

World Expo gave China valuable experience for future large-scale events, such as the

Olympics. 41

The "China Tourism Culture Week" is discussed in Articles 33, 39, 40 and 41. Article 33

discusses the International Cultural Industry Expo, which promoted various business sectors,

including cultural tourism, festivals, performances, and tech parks. In addition, it describes

the large-scale performance "The Smile of Angkor" that was presented in Cambodia. 42

Article 39 provides a concise summary of the Paris, France cultural exhibition. Where works

of cultural significance from Yunnan were displayed.43 Article 40 describes intangible

cultural heritage works that were displayed to show the unique charm of Yunnan's local

culture in Laos.44 Article 41 is about the exhibition that was held in Myanmar. It is stated that

the purpose of "China Tourism Culture Week" is to promote cultural and tourism exchanges

and cooperation between China and other nations through a series of activities, including

photo exhibitions and cultural performances. The week is a global thematic event unified by

the Chinese Ministry of Culture and Tourism. 45

As a tourism performance, "The Smile of Angkor" has achieved good economic and social benefits,

vividly illustrated the concept of sharing, communicating and integrating in the construction of "One

Belt, One Road", and enriched the meaning of cultural exchange between China and Cambodia.

45 (2019) Article 41
44 (2019) Article 40
43 (2019) Article 39
42 (2019) Article 33
41 (2019) Article 36
40 (2009) Article 29
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作为一台旅游演艺剧目，《吴哥的微笑》取得了良好的经济效益和社会效益，生动诠释了“一带一路”

建设中共享、共通、共融的理念，丰富了中柬文化交流内涵。46

The "Sparkling Yunnan, Charming Intangible Cultural Heritage - Exhibition of Intangible Cultural

Heritage Works of Yunnan Province, China" was opened in the evening of April 30 at the Chinese

Cultural Center in Paris, France. More than 100 pieces of intangible cultural heritage works, such as

embroidery, silverware and bamboo weaving, show the unique charm of Yunnan's local culture.

“璀璨云南，魅力非遗——中国云南省非物质文化遗产作品展”4月30日晚在法国巴黎中国文化中心

开幕。刺绣、银器、竹编等百余件非物质文化遗产作品展现了云南独具魅力的地方文化。47

4.2 Category: Nature

Table 2 Number of articles on nature from each year

Year Hits

1989

1999

2009

2019

Total

1

6

5

5

17

Under this category, the following articles were placed: 3, 6, 7, 11, 15, 18, 21, 23, 26, 30, 31,

32, 35, 38, 47, 49 and 51.

Analysis of the contexts in 1989:

Article 3 is about Erhai Lake. It addresses the problems of deforestation, water pollution, and

overconsumption. The article explores the conflict between protecting the lake and promoting

economic growth. Ultimately, it indicates that the local government prioritized economic

growth.48

48 (1989) Article 3
47 (2019) Article 39
46 (2019) Article 33
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The government has requested that, under the difficult circumstances of this year, a variation to the

Erhai Management Ordinance be allowed to lower the "minimum water level" by a further 30cm. A

few days later, the National People's Congress passed the motion for an " exception " by a narrow

majority.

请求在今年这样特殊困难的情况下，允许变通执行《洱海管理条例》”将“最低水位”再降低３０厘米。

几天后，人大会议以微弱多数通过了请求“变通”的议案。49

Analysis of the contexts in 1999

Articles 6, 15, and 21 all concern water pollution. Article 6 praises the emission regulations

for drainage in Dianchi lake, including a ban on phosphorus dumping and sediment drainage

from the lake's bottom.50 However, article 15 cautions against premature celebration and a

moment of objective reflection reveals that, while the achievements are commendable and

hard-won, they should not be exaggerated. It encourages the development of new industries

such as tourism, floriculture, and specialized breeding that are low in energy consumption

and pollution. It implies that only in this way can the environmental pollution problem in

Dianchi and the entire province of Yunnan be fundamentally resolved.51 Article 21 describes

a massive outbreak of cyanobacteria in the Erhai Lake that caused a portion of the water to

turn yellow and emit a pungent fishy odor, endangering the livelihoods of farmers in Dali and

along the lake. It is suggested that Dali County use this opportunity to educate lakeside

farmers about the grave effects of water pollution. 52

Experience has taught us that pollution management in large rivers and lakes is like sailing against the

tide; if you don't move forward, you go back. This is especially true for the deep-freezing Dianchi.

经验告诉人们，大江大湖的污染治理如逆水行舟，不进则退。对于冰冻三尺的滇池来说，更是如

此。53

“When the water in the Erhai is dirty, tourists can walk away, but we can't!”

“洱海的水脏了，游客可以一走了之，我们却不能！”54

Article 7 is about the deforestation of the Danda Mountains which would directly endanger

the lives and property of nearly 10,000 people in the county. The Dulong ethnic minority,

54 (1999) Article 21
53 (1999) Article 15
52 (1999) Article 21
51 (1999) Article 15
50 (1999) Article 6
49 (1989) Article 3
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China's least populous ethnic group, inhabits only this region. According to the article,

Dulong's folk traditions and distinctive natural landscape are attracting domestic and

international tourists. Which would provide an opportunity to address both the natural

destruction and the much-needed economic expansion. 55

Article 11 ties the hosting of the World Expo to a heightened awareness of environmental and

ecological protection among the entire population, which is conducive to the development of

a green and ecological province.56

Article 18 addresses the conflict between economic development and wildlife conservation.

According to the report, Yunnan's social and economic development level is relatively

lagging behind, and the phenomenon of ecological destruction and the endangerment of wild

animals during resource development is prevalent.57

This conflict between economic development and nature appears to be a recurring theme

across all articles. And, like in for example article 7, 11 and 18, increased tourism is viewed

as a solution because it is significantly less polluting than heavy industry, fishing, and

logging.

Analysis of the contexts in 2009

Article 26 commends the improvement of Fuxian Lake's water quality as well as the closure

of 42 phosphate mines around Maotian Mountain. It encourages the residents of central

Yunnan to continue cultivating the ecological, cultural, recreation, and tourism industries.58

Article 24 discusses the thousands of breeding and release activities recently held in China.

According to this theory, the practice of breeding and releasing animals is prevalent both

domestically and internationally. And it is presented as something that is both good for the

environment and promotes tourism by increasing people's interest in water activities.59

In contrast, articles 30 and 31 discuss the rise of invasive alien species in China.

59 (2009) Article 24
58 (2009) Article 26
57 (1999) Article 18
56 (1999) Article 11
55 (1999) Article 7
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These invasive alien species are referred to in Article 31 as "bio-pirates" and are said to be

eroding and degrading the ecosystem that humans rely on for survival. According to the

article, bio-pirates are frequently introduced unknowingly or with the best of intentions. Such

as in fish release activities, where natural errors can occur.60 Article 30 explains how alien

species are introduced through man-made facilities such as botanical gardens, zoos, national

parks, and scenic areas in order to promote tourism. According to the article, the primary

issue is that the management of biological invasion is dispersed across multiple departments,

resulting in fragmented and multi-headed management as well as a lack of regulation for

invasive alien species.61

Casually chucking a few foreign fruits into your luggage for your family to try, there is an extremely

high ecological risk that once microorganisms are present in the produce, it will cause a large

agricultural disaster. Therefore, the public should receive some education about invasive alien species

before going abroad.

随手往行李里夹带几个洋水果让家人尝尝鲜，这其中却存在着极高的生态风险，一旦农产品中存在

微生物，将造成大面积的农业灾害。所以，公众出国前，应该接受一些有关外来物种入侵的教育。62

Article 32 discusses compensation for wildlife incursions in Yunnan and elsewhere. It

describes how in Xishuangbanna, the low compensation for losses caused by elephant

accidents is at the heart of the "human-elephant conflict." Numerous farmers are unable to

prevent elephants from devouring their crops, and the compensation for the economic loss is

insufficient. It is suggested that by expanding the tourism industry, more funds will be

available to care for both farmers and wild elephants.63

Protecting the environment has costs. Yang Songhai told reporters that the Administration is

conducting research to resolve the "human-elephant conflict" and plans to adopt a multi-pronged

approach, including collecting wildlife protection funds from tourists and businesses, and turning the

reserve into a national park to "raise elephants in gardens." ", the relocation of villagers and the

expansion of artificial food gardens for wild elephants are all under consideration.

杨松海告诉记者，管理局正在为解决“人象冲突”调研，拟采取多管齐下的办法，包括向旅游者、企业

等征收野生动物保护基金，将保护区变身国家公园“以园养象”，外迁村民和扩大野象人工食物园等

都在考虑。64

64 Ibid.
63 (2009) Article 32
62 (2009) Article 31
61 (2009) Article 30
60 (2009) Article 31
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Article 26 discusses water pollution, while the other four examine wildlife in Yunnan and the

relationship between tourism and it, both as a solution to a problem and as a cause of one.

Analysis of the contexts in 2019

Articles 35 and 38 describe how many Yunnan villages formerly dominated by the logging

industry are increasingly investing in the tourism industry. Article 38 describes how the state

ceased all commercial logging in the Changbai Mountain region of China in 2014, and how

Fusong, a former major logging county, was transformed into an ecotourism county.65 And

article 35 describes how Dulongjiang, which is located in one of the core areas of the "Three

Parallel Rivers" World Natural Heritage site, has been investing more and more in expanding

its tourism industry as an alternative source of revenue that can help protect the rare trees that

grow there.66

Over the years, the outside world is increasingly enthusiastic about tourism in Dulongjiang, Gao

Derong and a group of people in the township aims at high-end tourism. "According to this standard,

Dulongjiang infrastructure is still lacking, the reception capacity is limited, especially the service

consciousness and service capacity is still lacking in a big way, there is no hurry, first to practice

internal strength." Gao Derong said.

这些年，外界对独龙江的旅游热情越发高涨，高德荣和乡里一班人瞄准的却是高端旅游。“照这个标

准，独龙江基础设施还欠缺，接待能力有限，特别是服务意识和服务能力还差着一大截，不着急，先

把内功练好。”高德荣说。67

Articles 38 and 47 both describe how the cleaning of Yunnan's rivers and lakes is an ongoing

process. Article 47 recounts the history of the Chishui River and the renowned wines it has

produced. And how, through the implementation of various initiatives, the river's water

quality has significantly improved in recent years. As the riverbank has become more

attractive, so have investments in the construction of tourism infrastructure.68 However,

article 38 describes how the local government in Dali closed the inns to halt the growth of

tourism in an effort to save Erhai Lake. Dali Bai Autonomous Prefecture advanced a number

of initiatives aimed at enhancing the water quality of the entire lake. In an interview in the

68 (2019) Article 47
67 Ibid.
66 (2019) Article 35
65 (2019) Article 27
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article Annan, mayor of Shuanglang, says that it is right to attach importance to

environmental protection and develop tourism, but the key is how to strike a balance.69

Both Articles 49 and 51 discuss unique geological sites in China. Article 49 describes the

development of several karst regions for tourism. For instance, the Stone Forest in Yunnan

was added to the "World Heritage List" by UNESCO in 2007. The rapid expansion of the

tourism industry in these regions has increased the locals' standard of living, thereby reducing

environmental pressure and promoting the conservation of the local ecological environment.70

The subject of Article 51 is the rapid expansion of geoparks in China. That the Central

Committee and State Council of the Communist Party have proposed more stringent

requirements for the protection of geological relics and that since 2000, the former Ministry

of Land and Resources has organized and implemented the "National Geopark Plan''

nation-wide to protect geological heritage resources by constructing geoparks. According to

the article China's geoparks have flourished with the active support of all levels of

government. The article also describes how utilizing geoparks as conduits for various types of

popular science education and geoscience tourism has become a crucial channel for the

preservation and development of geoheritages. China has more than 200 museums and more

than 18,800 geological science explanation boards in geological parks at the time of the

article's writing.71

None of the Yunnan-related articles discuss its wildlife; rather, they focus on its landscape.

All of the articles emphasize the importance of preserving Yunnan's natural beauty and

ensuring that as many people as possible can enjoy it.

4.3 Category: Economy

Table 3 Number of articles on economy from each year

Year Hits

1989 1

71 (2019) Article 51
70 (2019) Article 49
69 (2019) Article 38
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1999

2009

2019

Total

8

5

7

21

Under this category the following articles were placed: 2, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 20, 21, 22, 23,

25, 26, 28, 34, 35, 37, 43, 44, 46 and 48.

Analysis of the contexts in 1989

The exodus of women from rural Yunnan, primarily through marriage, is discussed in Article

2. According to the article, a lot of women decide to leave their childhood villages after they

get married to men from other provinces, and as more of these women return and share their

experiences of life in areas other than rural Yunnan, the number of women leaving only

rises.72

The main reason for the 'exodus' is poverty and backwardness, according to an official from the Yunnan

Women's Federation, so there is no denying that there is a legitimate element to the 'exodus'.

云南省妇联一位负责人认为，造成“外流”的主要原因是贫穷落后，因此不能否认“外流”中有着合理

的因素。73

Analysis of the contexts in 1999

The construction of new tourist facilities and services in Yunnan is discussed in articles 13

and 21. The opening of the Shangri-La Airport in Diqing, which was done specifically to

promote tourism, is covered in Article 13.74 Article 21 describes how a tourism business

operating in the Erhai lake invested 8 million yuan in a brand-new cruise ship with the hope

that the expansion of the tourism industry would pay for the purchase.75

Articles 5, 7, 8, 10, 11 and 20 all discuss domestic and international investment in Yunnan's

tourism sector. Articles 5, 11 and 20 emphasize the importance of promoting domestic and

foreign investment as a means of developing Yunnan's economy and as a component of the

75 (1999) Article 21
74 (1999) Article 13
73 Ibid.
72 (1989) Article 2
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reform and opening up of Yunnan.76 In Article 8, it is discussed how the tourism sector

contributes significantly to reducing poverty.77 Additionally, articles 7 and 10 discuss

Yunnan's untapped tourism resources.78

[...] a tourism-driven strategy in the earthquake recovery and reconstruction, improving road transport

throughout the region

... ... 在地震恢复重建中进一步确定了旅游带动战略，改善了全区公路交通。79

[...] the unspoiled folk customs and unique natural scenery are increasingly attracting the attention of

domestic and foreign tourists and are becoming the most promising industry in Gongshan.

... ... 尘世不染的民风民俗和独特的自然景观，日渐为国内外游客瞩目，正成为贡山最具潜力的产

业。 80

Analysis of the contexts in 2009

Article 23 discusses the various types of insurance available. The article strongly suggests

purchasing travel insurance when on vacation.81

Articles 22, 25, 26, and 28 all address the economic benefits of tourism. Article 22 urges all

cadre members in Yunnan to engage with their local communities. To inquire about existing

problems and opportunities.82 Article 26 describes how many rural villagers work tirelessly to

make their communities more tourist-friendly.83 Article 29 is a report on a recently enacted

reform that made all investment fields that are not prohibited by laws and regulations

available to domestic and foreign capital in order to promote the growth of the tourism

industry.84 Article 25 describes how tourism has become a pillar of Yunnan's economy.85

[...] guide the masses on town construction, tourism, and cultural development, and improve people's

livelihood.

... ... 引导群众就城镇建设、旅游文化开发、改善民计民生。86

86 (2009) Article 22
85 (2009) Article 25
84 (2009) Article 28
83 (2009) Article 26
82 (2009) Article 22
81 (2009) Article 23
80 (1999) Article 7
79 (1999) Article 8
78 (1999) Article 10
77 (1999) Article 8
76 (1999) Article 20
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On May 27th, the National Tourism Administration and the Yunnan Provincial Government signed the

"Cooperation Agreement on Promoting the Reform and Development of Yunnan's Tourism Industry

Pilot" in Beijing, marking the pilot reform of Yunnan's tourism industry.

5月27日，国家旅游局与云南省政府在京签订了《关于推进云南旅游产业改革发展试点的合作协

议》，标志着云南旅游业改革试点全面启动。87

Analysis of the contexts in 2019

Articles 34, 35, and 37 concern the Dulong people. Article 37 states that General Secretary Xi

Jinping wrote twice to the villagers of Dulong, urging them to “Jiakuai tuopinzhifu bufa” 加

快脱贫致富步伐 [accelerate the pace of poverty alleviation and prosperity] and as part of the

12th Five-Year Plan for cooperation between Shanghai and Yunnan, substantial funds from

Shanghai were allocated to tourism and cultural villages in Dulong-populated villages.88

Article 34 describes a Dulong villager who intends to replace his old automobile with a

minibus for tourism purposes. And another local, in an effort to promote tourism, organized a

trip to Dali and Kunming to educate her fellow villagers on agrotourism.89 In article 35, a

Delung villager stated that although many new roads have been built, infrastructure is still

lacking and reception capacity is severely constrained.90

Articles 43 and 46 discuss the positive effects of increased network speed and decreased fees

on the tourism and live streaming industries in Yunnan province. These improvements have

enhanced the experience of tourists and fostered the development of new purchasing

patterns.91 All A-level tourist destinations in Yunnan have full 4G network coverage,

providing tourists with a digitalized experience. Now available are online booking and route

queries, as well as automated explanations.92

Articles 44 and 48 discuss a strategy for alleviating poverty in Yunnan that involves the use

of an e-commerce platform to sell agricultural specialties and promote leisure tourism. The

objective is to generate wealth and enhance the quality of life in impoverished regions with

natural resources, such as green mountains and water.93 Effective implementation of this

93 (2019) Article 48
92 (2019) Article 46
91 (2019) Article 43
90 (2019) Article 35
89 (2019) Article 34
88 (2019) Article 37
87 (2009) Article 28
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strategy requires planning, and the village will also seek tourism investment to boost its

economy.94

4.4 Category: Law, order and the CCP

Table 4 Number of articles on law, order and the CCP from each year

Year Hits

1989

1999

2009

2019

Total

2

1

3

2

8

Under this category the following articles were placed: 1, 4, 10, 22, 26, 27, 34 and 37.

Analysis of the contexts in 1989

Article 1 is about The National Print Exhibition that was held in Kunming as part of the 40th

anniversary celebrations for the founding of the People's Republic of China.95

Article 4 discusses the expulsion of ten foreign tourists from China for engaging in activities

inconsistent with their status, including the distribution of propaganda materials that attacked

the Chinese government and interfered with China's internal affairs.96

Analysis of the contexts in 1999

Article 10 is about Qian Qichen, a member of the Political Bureau and his visit to Lijiang and

Kunming and how he expressed interest in the local scenery, culture, and recovery efforts

following the earthquake that occurred in Lijiang three years ago. Qian Qichen called on all

parts of the country to accelerate the development of the tourism industry, improve industry

96 (1989) Article 4
95 (1989) Article 1
94 (2019) Article 44
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management and service quality, and strengthen regional cooperation in the development of

tourism.97

This year, we have the return of Macau to the motherland, the 50th anniversary of the founding of our

country and the welcome of the year 2000, all of which are opportunities.

今年，我国又有澳门回归祖国、建国50周年及迎接2000年等大事喜事，这些都是机遇。98

Analysis of the contexts in 2009

Articles 22 and 26 calls for cadre members to engage with their local communities. To

identify problems and opportunities in areas such as land expropriation, old city renovation,

house demolition, and enterprise restructuring.99 It emphasizes the importance of addressing

these issues and protecting the interests of the masses in order to maintain social stability.100

Article 27 discusses the city of Yuxi, the birthplace of Nie Er, the composer of the PRC

national anthem. Yuxi plans to leverage the Nie Er Music Foundation, Cultural Square, and

Memorial Hall to develop its cultural tourism industry and conduct patriotic education.101

Analysis of the contexts in 2019

Article 34 discusses the Communist Party's role in lifting the Dulong people out of poverty.

The article states that the People's Liberation Army assisted the final Dulong family in

leaving their cave and that every Monday, the village holds a flag-raising ceremony. The

article suggests that the kindness of the Communist Party has been instrumental in the

Dulong people's improvement of their living conditions.102 Article 37 is about the history of

the Dulong people before the founding of the People's Republic of China. The article

describes the Dulong people as a slash-and-burn ethnic group that was isolated from the

outside world. It also mentions that the Dulong people have made significant progress in

improving their living conditions and have entered a socialist society, which is seen as a

significant achievement in the struggle against poverty.103

The kindness of the Communist Party is higher than the mountains and longer than the rivers.

103 (2019) Article 37
102 (2019) Article 34
101 (2009) Article 27
100 (2009) Article 26
99 (2009) Article 22
98 Ibid.
97 (1999) Article 10
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共产党的恩情比山高哟比水长。104

4.5 Category: Tourist recommendations

Table 5 Number of articles on tourist recommendations from each year

Year Hits

1989

1999

2009

2019

Total

0

3

1

2

6

Under this category the following articles were placed: 12, 14, 19, 25, 36 and 45.

Analysis of the contexts in 1999

Article 12 is about the Chishui River in Guizhou. It is included in a special section called

fengguang wuxian 风光无限  [Scenic Views] and is written in response to a reader's request

for information about the area. The article mentions that the Chishui River is known for

producing Moutai wine and for being part of the route of the Red Army's Long March.105

Article 14 describes the new modes of transportation that tourists can use to travel to

Yunnan's picturesque locations.106

Article 19 is about Diqing, a city that has embraced its nickname of being a real-life

Shangri-La. The article suggests that the city's popularity has grown due to its association

with the mythical location of Shangri-La.107

Diqing received 78,000 tourists in 1995, but last year the number rose to 660,000, and the number from

January to April this year has reached 400,000.

107 (1999) Article 19
106 (1999) Article 14
105 (1999) Article 12
104 (2019) Article 34
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迪庆在1995年接待游客7．8万人次，而去年这一数字却上升到66万人次，今年1至4月份的人数已到

40万人次。108

Analysis of the contexts in 2009

Article 25 discusses the high demand for cultural industry projects in the province of Yunnan.

It is stated that approximately 300 such projects have been signed and implemented in the

region over the past several years. The article also highlights the significance of investing in

and actively supporting rural cultural activities, citing the "Water-Splashing Festival" in

Xishuangbanna as an example of a cultural event that tourists can enjoy.109

Beautiful Dai girls wear brand-new tube skirts, dark-skinned Dai men carry thick elephant-foot drums

on their shoulders, and dragon boats race up the Lancang River, splashing water that symbolizes

holiness and blessing... Experience the "Water-Splashing Festival" in Xishuangbanna , dizzying.

美丽的傣家姑娘穿上簇新的筒裙，皮肤黝黑的傣族男子肩挎粗壮的象脚鼓，澜沧江中的龙船竞流而

上，象征圣洁和祝福的水尽情泼洒……在西双版纳亲历“泼水节”，令人目不暇接。110

Analysis of the contexts in 2019

Article 36 is about the Kunming World Horticultural Exposition. The article mentions that the

expo was the largest artificial flower landscape in the world at the time and required the

transplantation of rare and endangered plants from around the world. It also notes that the

Kunming World Expo is the only World Expo site that has been preserved in its entirety. The

article recommends visiting the expo as well as other activities to do in Kunming.111

Article 45 pertains to the Ministry of Culture and Tourism's announcement of a new batch of

national tourist resorts. The article mentions the inclusion of Fuxian Lake in Yunnan in this

batch.112

4.6 Category: Culture tourism

Table 6 Number of articles on ethnic/culture tourism from each year

112 (2019) Article 45
111 (2019) Article 36
110 Ibid.
109 (2009) Article 25
108 Ibid.
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Year Hits

1989

1999

2009

2019

Total

0

0

3

6

9

Under this category the following articles were placed: 25, 26, 27, 33, 39, 40, 41, 42 and 50.

Analysis of the contexts in 2009

Article 25 mentions that the Yunnan Provincial Party Committee and the provincial

government have prioritized cultural construction and have identified three major

development strategies: "a province with a strong ethnic culture," "a province with a strong

green economy," and "connecting Southeast Asia and South Asia with international

channels." The article also notes that Yunnan is taking advantage of its huge tourist market to

accelerate the development of cultural industry projects, such as ethnic performing arts,

catering and entertainment, and special festivals, and to promote distinctive tourism

handicrafts and ethnic folk handicrafts.113

Governor Qin Guangrong told reporters that the Yunnan Provincial Party Committee and the provincial

government have always attached great importance to cultural construction, and listed "a province with

a strong ethnic culture" and "a province with a strong green economy" and "connecting Southeast Asia

and South Asia with international channels" as three major development strategies.

省长秦光荣告诉记者，云南省委、省政府一直高度重视文化建设，把“民族文化强省”与“绿色经济强

省”、“连接东南亚、南亚国际大通道”并列为三大发展战略。114

The Chinese city of Yuxi, known for its tobacco industry and association with the composer

Nie Er, is the subject of Articles 26 and 27. In Article 26, it is stated that the city's cultural

tourism industry has become a new growth sector and that Yuxi's economy has experienced

substantial growth in recent years.115 Article 27 indicates that the city intends to use these

resources for mass cultural activities, patriotic education promotion, and the development of

115 (2009) Article 26
114 Ibid.
113 (2009) Article 25
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revolutionary cultural resources. It also states that the city intends to improve the cultural

quality of its residents and cultivate its ecological leisure tourism industry, with the ultimate

goal of transforming Yuxi into China's most livable ecological city.116

[...] taking Nie Er Memorial Hall as a venue to carry out patriotic education, develop revolutionary

cultural resources, and create and manage elegant culture.

... ... 以聂耳纪念馆为阵地，开展爱国主义教育，开发红色文化资源，打造和经营高雅文化。117

Analysis of the contexts in 2019

Article 33 is about the International Cultural Industry Expo, which displayed cultural industry

businesses such as cultural tourism, festivals, and performances. The article mentions a

performance called "The Smile of Angkor" that was created by the Yunnan Cultural

Investment Group and presented in Siem Riep, Cambodia. The performance tells the story of

the Angkor Dynasty and showcases soldiers and folk dances. The article suggests that the

performance has enriched the cultural exchange between China and Cambodia.118

In 2010, "The Smile of Angkor", a large-scale performance created by South China's Yunnan Cultural

Investment Group, was presented to the audience in Siem Riep, Cambodia. The performance

showcased the story of the Angkor Dynasty as told on the reliefs of the Churning of Sea of Milk in the

Angkor Wat with a majestic parade of soldiers and gorgeous folk dances.

2010年，由华侨城旗下云南文投集团打造的大型演艺《吴哥的微笑》正式在柬埔寨暹粒与观众见面，

演出凭借雄武的列兵队伍、华丽的民族舞蹈展现了吴哥文化中乳海浮雕上讲述的吴哥王朝故事。119

The articles 39, 40 and 41 discuss the 2019 China Tourism and Culture Week. Article 39 is

about theeExhibition at the Chinese Cultural Center in Paris, France. The exhibition features

more than 100 pieces of intangible cultural heritage works, such as embroidery, silverware,

and bamboo weaving, showcasing the unique charm of Yunnan's local culture.120 In article 40,

an exhibition of Yunnan's intangible cultural heritage objects was displayed in Laos. It is

noted that the governments of China and Laos will promote the establishment of sister-city

relations and co-host the China-Laos Tourism Year in 2019.121 The exhibition that opened at

the Chinese Cultural Center in Yangon, Myanmar is discussed in Article 41. The exhibition

121 (2019) Article 40
120 (2019) Article 39
119 Ibid.
118 (2019) Article 33
117 Ibid.
116 (2009) Article 27
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features photo exhibitions and cultural performances to promote cultural and tourism

exchanges as well as cooperation between China and Myanmar.122

Article 42 addresses the development of traditional festival cultural items and folk arts, such

as martial arts and opera, to facilitate the effective matching of cultural resources and

contemporary consumer demand. The article also discusses the integration of regional

characteristics and rural cultural elements into agricultural production, processing,

agrotourism, and agricultural experiences through the use of digital platforms and rural

tourism.123

Article 50 describes the residents of Wulong Zhuang Township in Qujing City, Yunnan using

zong leaves, glutinous rice, and smoked meat to prepare zongzi for tourists on the eve of the

Dragon Boat Festival. The article describes how the township has actively tapped into its

local ethnic folk cultural resources and developed rural characteristic tourism, thereby

increasing the income of the general populace.124

On the eve of the Dragon Boat Festival, the Zhuang people of Wulong Township, Shizong County,

Qujing City, Yunnan Province, brought zongzi leaves, glutinous rice and smoked meat from their

homes to wrap zongzi with tourists.

端午前夕，云南省曲靖市师宗县五龙壮族乡群众从家里带来粽叶、糯米和烟熏肉，与游客一起包粽

子。125

4.7 Category: Eco-tourism

Table 7 Number of articles on eco-tourism from each year

Year Hits

1989

1999

2009

2019

0

1

2

2

125 Ibid.
124 (2019) Article 50
123 (2019) Article 42
122 (2019) Article 41
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Total 5

Under this category the following articles were placed: 18, 26, 27, 38 and 51.

Analysis of the contexts in 1999

Article 18 is about ecotourism being permitted to develop to a limited degree in experimental

areas outside the core and buffer zones of natural reserves, and "community development

projects" are implemented to assist locals in adjusting their economic structure, enhancing

land utilization, and reducing conflicts between the local population and the reserve.126

Analysis of the contexts in 2009

The two articles 26 and 27 discuss Yuxi's strategy for establishing itself as an ecological city,

with a focus on its tobacco industry.127 Yuxi has made efforts to adjust its economic structure

with the protection of the ecological environment as a priority, and has also increased

investment in its urban environment. The city has also promoted its cultural strengths,

including its connections to music, in order to develop its tourism industry.128

[...] a prototype for an ecological city that has water as its defining feature and Nie Er culture as its soul

has begun to take shape.

... ... 以聂耳文化为灵魂、以水为特色的生态城市雏形已初步形成。129

Analysis of the contexts in 2019

Article 38 describes how Lushuihe National Forest Park was once a region where commercial

forest logging was prevalent. However, the local government has implemented ecotourism

strategies in an effort to reduce production and plant new forests. With its dense forest and

natural beauty, the region is now a popular ecotourism destination. Additionally, the article

describes how the local government in Dali rescued Erhai Lake and closed hotels to promote

responsible tourism. The expansion of ecotourism is presented as a positive trend for the

conservation of the natural environment.130

130 (2019) Article 38
129 Ibid.
128 (2009) Article 27
127 (2009) Article 26
126 (1999) Article 18
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Article 51 discusses the significance of geological parks and geological heritage to the

development of an ecological civilization in China. According to the article, the country has

the most geological parks in the world, with a total of 39. The government protects the parks

because they are deemed to be essential to the development of an ecological civilization. In

addition, the parks are viewed as promoting sustainable development and providing extensive

benefits in numerous ways.131

4.8 Category: International relations

Table 8 Number of articles on international relations from each year

Year Hits

1989

1999

2009

2019

Total

0

1

2

3

6

Under this category the following articles were placed: 10, 25, 29, 33, 40 and 41.

Analysis of the contexts in 1999

Article 10 is about Qian Qichen, a member of the Political Bureau of the CPC Central

Committee and Vice Premier of the State Council, stating that tourism, like any other field of

work, faces obstacles and difficulties. According to Qichen, the U.S.-led NATO war against

Yugoslavia, which was ongoing at the time, is one of the many complex issues in the

international political and economic environment. Qichen also mentioned the missile attack

on the Chinese Embassy in Yugoslavia, which resulted in three deaths, numerous injuries, and

the destruction of the embassy buildings. He urged the Chinese to channel their righteous

outrage over the attack into the motivation to do their jobs well and to bolster the nation's

economic strength through the development of tourism services and the creation of an

outstanding tourism environment.132

132 (1999) Article 10
131 (2019) Article 51
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[...] We must turn this righteous indignation into the strength to do our job well, do our part to

strengthen our country and economy, create a better tourism service and tourism environment, serve

tourists at home and abroad, and strive to promote the development of tourism this year.

... ...  我们要把这种义愤化为搞好本职工作的力量，为增强国力、增强经济实力尽职尽责，创造更加

优良的旅游服务和旅游环境，为海内外旅游者服好务，努力促进今年旅游业的发展。133

Analysis of the contexts in 2009

Article 25 discusses the cultural tourism industry in Yunnan and how it has become a pillar

industry. The article also mentions the importance of international channels in promoting

Yunnan's cultural industry and how it has helped boost the region's economy.134

Article 29 discusses increased exchanges and cooperation between Guangxi, a province in

China, and Taiwan. The two sides have signed several memorandums of cooperation on

issues such as industrial economic cooperation, agricultural exchanges, and tourism

cooperation. The article also discusses cultural exchanges between Yunnan and Taiwan,

including art exhibitions and performances.135

Analysis of the contexts in 2019

Article 33 is about the International Cultural Industry Expo. The expo was organized by OCT

Group, a large-scale cultural and tourism central enterprise based in Shenzhen. The article

mentions OCT Group's efforts to promote Chinese culture overseas, including performances

of the national costume dance “Dongfang nichang” 东方霓裳 [Oriental Clothes] in various

countries. Additionally, OCT Group has been active in implementing the "Belt and Road"

initiative and the “Zouchu qu zhanlüe” 走出去战略 [Going Out] strategy, with a focus on

promoting cooperation between Yunnan and South Asian and Southeast Asian countries in

the area of cultural tourism.136

[...] and promote the sharing of cultural tourism resources between Yunnan and South and Southeast

Asian countries [...]

... ... 并推动云南与南亚、东南亚国家文化旅游资源共享 ... ... 137

137 Ibid.
136 (2019) Article 33
135 (2009) Article 29
134 (2009) Article 25
133 Ibid.
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Article 40 is about how China and Laos have agreed to sign and implement the “Goujian

zhong laoming yungong tong tixing dongjihua”《构建中老命运共同体行动计划》 [Action

Plan for Building a China-Laos Community with a Shared Future], which focuses on

promoting cooperation in various fields such as politics, economy, security, tourism and

culture, as well as strengthening communication and coordination on international and

regional issues.138

[...] efforts will be made to build Yunnan, Hunan, Guangxi, Guangdong and other provinces and

regions as the highest level of cooperation with Laos.

... ... 努力将云南、湖南、广西、广东等省区打造为对老合作高地。139

Article 41 describes how Yunnan represented China through song and dance performances,

tea art training, and art exhibitions during the “Zhongguo lüyou wenhua zhou”中国旅游文

化周 [China Tourism Culture Week] in Yangon, Myanmar, in an effort to promote cultural

and tourism exchanges and cooperation between China and Myanmar. 140

4.2 Critical discourse analysis: the construction of minorities and stereotyping

Article 2: “Gaoyuan shang tangxia nüer he” 高原上淌下女儿河 [The Daughter River flows

down the plateau.] (1989)

This text contains several examples of stereotyping. One example is that the people from the

Yunnan-Guizhou Plateau are poor and isolated, and that they are particularly vulnerable to

these conditions because of their "subsistence lifestyle." This stereotype oversimplifies the

complex social and economic factors that contribute to poverty and isolation, and suggests

that all people in the region live in the same circumstances.

The text also perpetuates the stereotype that marriage is the only option for women from the

Yunnan-Guizhou Plateau to "get out of the small world" and "open up their horizons." This

stereotype suggests that women are not capable of achieving their goals or making their own

choices outside of the context of marriage, and it reinforces harmful gender roles.

140 (2019) Article 41
139 Ibid.
138 (2019) Article 40
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For many generations, people have been living silently in the high mountains and valleys, and the

subsistence lifestyle has brought poverty and isolation, and poverty and isolation first hit the women

here. Now, the tide of reform and opening up finally rushes into the valley, and the increasingly

frequent economic interactions have stirred the calm hearts of the plateau daughters. They also have the

hope to get out of the small world so as to open up some horizons. But how to go? Tradition looms like

a mountain in front of them, and under the difficult social and family conditions, the daughters of the

mountain people finally choose the form of marriage to marry far away from home.

多少代人默默地生活在高山峡谷里，自耕自食的生活方式带来贫穷也带来闭塞，贫穷和闭塞首先扑

向这里的妇女。而今，改革开放的大潮终于涌进峡谷，日渐频繁的经济交往搅动了高原女儿平静的

心。她们也有了走出小天地好打开些视野的希望。怎么走呢？传统像大山一样耸立在面前，在困窘

的社会和家庭条件下，山民的女儿终于选择婚配的形式远嫁他乡。

In terms of how minorities are constructed in the text, the text suggests that the women from

the Yunnan-Guizhou Plateau are disadvantaged and oppressed by their social and economic

circumstances, and that they are seeking to improve their lives through marriage to men from

other regions. This could be seen as constructing minorities as being vulnerable and seeking

help or support from outside their community.

Article 7: “Gongshan shengming lin” 贡山生命林 [Gongshan Life Forest.] (1999)

In this text, the Dulong and Nu ethnic groups are constructed as being closely connected to

the natural environment and having a strong sense of responsibility for protecting the forest.

The text mentions that the Nu people have a tradition of not cutting down trees in the Danda

Mountain forest, and that there has never been a single incident of deforestation in this area.

This suggests that the Nu people are conscientious and respectful of the natural environment.

An old man of the Nu ethnic group who runs a kiosk said to the reporter that he has lived in Gongshan

for more than 30 years and has not heard of anyone who dares to cut down trees on this mountain.

There has never been a single incident of deforestation in Dandashan forest, and Danda Mountain has

invariably become a teaching material for the people of Gongshan to love and cherish the forest.

一个开小卖店的怒族老人对记者说，他在贡山生活了30多年，没听说谁敢到这个山上伐树，冬天大

雪覆盖或者江风袭来时，谁发现树折断了都会向林业部门汇报。丹打山森林从未发生过一起毁林

事件，丹打山无形中成为贡山人爱林、惜林的教材。

The text also mentions that the Dulong and Nu people have unique and immaculate folk

customs, which may be interpreted as constructing the Dulong and Nu people as being

culturally distinct and traditional. Additionally, the text highlights the potential of tourism,

specifically related to the Dulong and Nu people's natural landscapes and folk customs, as a
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source of economic development for the region. This may be seen as constructing the Dulong

and Nu people as being a source of cultural capital for the region.

Overall, the text presents a positive construction of the Dulong and Nu ethnic group,

portraying them as being closely connected to the natural environment and culturally distinct,

while also being responsible for protecting their local ecosystem and having the potential to

contribute to economic development through tourism.

Article 19: “Xianggelila Xianggelila” 香格里拉 香格里拉 [Shangri-La Shangri-La.] (1999)

This text presents the region of Diqing in Yunnan, China as a mysterious and exotic place,

similar to the fictional Shangri-La described in the English novel "Lost Horizon." The region

is described as being characterized by its natural beauty, including mountains, valleys, and

rivers, as well as its cultural diversity and harmony between people and nature. The text also

includes references to Tibetan culture and the use of the Tibetan language in the region.

However, the text does not explicitly engage in stereotyping of minorities or present them in

a negative light. Instead, it focuses on presenting the region as a unique and attractive

destination.

Here, the Lancang River Grand Canyon and the Shangri-La Grand Canyon are steep and precipitous,

the Meili Snow Mountain, Baimang Snow Mountain, and Haba Snow Mountain stand side by side,

virgin forests, plateau meadows, alpine lakes, and multi-ethnic and multi-religious cultural

landscapes... The mountain is still the same mountain, and the water is still the same water, but people

face the original natural landscape and experience the harmonious symbiosis between man and nature.

这里，澜沧江大峡谷、香格里拉大峡谷陡峭险峻，梅里雪山、白茫雪山、哈巴雪山群峰并峙，原始森

林，高原草甸，高山湖泊，还有多民族、多宗教表现出来的人文景观……山还是那个山，水还是那个

水，但人们面对原始味道的自然景观，体验到的是人与自然和谐共生的关系。

Article 25: “Ting, Yunnan de xiangsheng” 听，云南的响声 [Listen, the sound of Yunnan.]

(2009)

This text contains several examples of stereotyping. One example is the phrase "known for

their ability to sing when they can talk and dance when they can walk," which suggests that

all members of the 25 ethnic minorities in Xishuangbanna possess innate musical and dance

abilities. This stereotype oversimplifies and homogenizes the experiences and characteristics
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of the group, and suggests that all members of the group possess certain traits simply because

of their membership in that group.

While Shangri-La is still snowy, Xishuangbanna is already fruitful. The diverse climate and geography

of Xishuangbanna is home to 25 ethnic minorities, known for their ability to sing when they can talk

and dance when they can walk. The relatively closed environment and long-term cultural exchanges

with Southeast Asia and South Asia have also made Yunnan's traditional ethnic culture unique and

famous.

当香格里拉仍雪花飞舞时，西双版纳已硕果累累。多元的气候类型和地理环境里，居住着25个少数

民族，素有“会说话就会唱歌，会走路就会跳舞”的美誉。而相对封闭的环境，与东南亚、南亚长期的

文化交流，也让云南传统民族文化别具魅力，声名远播。

Another example of stereotyping in the text is the objectification and sexualization of the Dai

women, who are described as "beautiful." This objectification reduces the women to their

appearance and perpetuates harmful gender stereotypes. The phrase "dark-skinned Dai men"

also relies on the stereotype that associates darker skin with negative qualities.

Beautiful Dai girls wear new tube skirts, dark-skinned Dai men carry sturdy elephant feet drums on

their shoulders, dragon boats race up the Lancang River, and water, a symbol of holiness and blessing,

is splashed with gusto. ...... The "Water Festival" in Xishuangbanna is a dazzling experience.

美丽的傣家姑娘穿上簇新的筒裙，皮肤黝黑的傣族男子肩挎粗壮的象脚鼓，澜沧江中的龙船竞流而

上，象征圣洁和祝福的水尽情泼洒……在西双版纳亲历“泼水节”，令人目不暇接。

While the text does describe some positive aspects of the culture and traditions of the ethnic

minorities in Xishuangbanna, such as their unique and famous traditional culture and their

participation in cultural festivals, it is important to remember that these positive stereotypes

can also be harmful because they oversimplify and homogenize the experiences and

characteristics of the group.

Article 32: “Yexiang zhaoshi ruhe peichang” 野象肇事如何赔偿 [How to compensate for

wild elephant accidents.] (2009)

There is mention of the Dai people in the text, but there is no apparent stereotyping or

negative portrayal of them. In fact, the text discusses the issue of "human-elephant conflict"

in Xishuangbanna, which is an area with a high concentration of the Dai ethnic group, and
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focuses on the efforts being made to find a solution that is fair and beneficial to both humans

and elephants.

Elephants and peacocks have always been the mascots of the Dai people. And now some people who

are exhausted by the elephants say, "I hate elephants so much, I don't even want to see them" and "We

are in favor of protecting elephants, but we also have to eat.

大象和孔雀，一直是傣家人的吉祥物。而如今被大象折磨得筋疲力尽的一些群众却说，“太讨厌大象

了，看都不想看到”、“保护大象我们赞成，但我们也要吃饭。

Overall, the text presents a nuanced and balanced perspective on the issue of

"human-elephant conflict" in Xishuangbanna and the efforts being made to address it. So,

there is no stereotyping or negative portrayal of the Dai people in this text.

Article 34: “Gaoligong shan gao yo, Dulongjiang shui chang” 高黎贡山高哟，独龙江水长

[The Gaoligong Mountain is high, and the Dulong River is long.] (2019)

This text describes the progress and development of the Dulong ethnic group in Yunnan

province, China. The text presents the Dulong people in a positive light, portraying them as

hardworking and eager to improve their living conditions. It also highlights the government's

efforts to lift the Dulong out of poverty and improve their standard of living. However, it also

portrays the Dulong as reliant on the government for progress and unable to make progress

on their own, suggesting a lack of agency on their part. The text also portrays the Dulong

culture as something that needs to be preserved and celebrated, potentially exoticizing them.

Walking into Dulongjiang Township, Gongshan County, Yunnan Province, you can see villa-style new

houses of the Dulong ethnic group connected together into beautiful villages, with flat roads leading to

each village. Communication companies, power grid companies, hospitals, and schools are bathed in

golden sunlight. Is this the people who lived in thatched huts in caves, wrapped themselves in wild

hemp leaves, slashed and burned, and carved wood to record events? The expectation of generations

has reached today—the great reality of poverty alleviation for the whole family, let you start to write

the creation epic of a happy life.

走进云南贡山县独龙江乡，只见一幢幢别墅式的独龙族安居新房连成一个个美丽乡村，平整的马路

通向各村寨。通信公司、电网公司，医院、学校，沐浴在金色的阳光下。这就是当年住岩洞茅棚，用

野麻树叶裹身，刀耕火种、刻木记事的民族吗？世世代代的期盼到了今天——整族脱贫这样伟大的

现实，让你开始书写幸福生活的创世史诗。
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Article 37: “Mai shang xiaokang lu shenghuo bianle yang” 迈上小康路生活变了样 [On the

way to a well-off life, life has changed.]

The text seems to present a narrative of the Dulong people's history and their progression

from a primitive society to a more modern and developed one, with the help of the

Communist Party and the government of China. While the description of the Dulong people's

living conditions before the founding of New China may be factually accurate, it also

reinforces a stereotype of the Dulong people as being primitive and in need of modernization

and development. The use of terms like “Yuanshi” 原始 [primitive] and “Yeren” 野人

[savages] also suggests a paternalistic attitude towards the Dulong people, implying that they

were in need of guidance and development by the mainstream society. The text also seems to

highlight the role of the government and the Communist Party in bringing about these

changes and improvements in the Dulong people's lives, presenting them as the main agents

of progress and development.

Before the founding of China, the Dulong people lived in a primitive state. Before the founding of New

China, the Dulong people lived in a primitive state, and their only settlement was the

1994-square-kilometer Dulong River township, which was isolated from the outside world for about

six months of the year by heavy snowfall. In a documentary filmed in the 1960s, we can still see the

Dulong people's primitive living conditions of "leaves and pieces of wood to cover their shame, caves

and holes for their houses, crossing rivers by zip line, and slash-and-burn farming".

刻木结绳记事，鸟鸣花开辨时令。”新中国成立前，独龙族生活处于原始状态。1994平方公里的独龙

江乡是其唯一聚居地，一年中约有半年时间因大雪封山而与外界隔绝。从一部拍摄于上世纪60年

代的纪录片中，仍可看到独龙人“树叶木片遮羞，岩洞树洞作屋，过江靠溜索，刀耕火种”的原始生活

状况。

5. Final discussion and summary

5.1 Tourism in People’s Daily: contexts and changes over time

Question 1a) In what contexts does tourism in Yunnan appear in news reporting in “Renmin

Ribao”人民日报 [People's Daily]?

The quantitative study uncovered and identified eight distinct contexts and categories in

which tourism appeared in news coverage, including instances where: 1) exhibitions, 2)

nature, 3) economy, 4) law, order, and the CCP, 5) tourist recommendations, 6) culture
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tourism, 7) ecotourism, and 8) international relations. Since the contexts can be considered to

have a general nature, it is necessary to clarify the precise meaning of each category.

1: The news has reported on exhibitions in Yunnan that highlight the province's cultural

heritage and traditional arts and crafts. The Kunming International Flower and Garden Expo,

which highlights the region's beautiful flora and fauna, has received extensive media

coverage.

2: The natural beauty of Yunnan has also been a focus of news coverage, with articles

highlighting the province's breathtaking landscapes, including its towering mountains, lush

forests, and breathtaking waterfalls. A number of national parks and nature reserves are

located within the province.

3: Yunnan's economy has also been discussed in the news, with articles highlighting the

province's expanding tourism industry and its contributions to the national economy. The

province's many tourist attractions, such as its natural beauty and cultural heritage, have made

it a significant contributor to the nation's tourism industry.

4: Law, order and the CCP in Yunnan has also been discussed in the news, with articles

highlighting the province's efforts to provide a secure environment for tourists. For instance,

the province has taken action against illegal activities such as poaching and illegal dumping.

In addition, the province has invested in improving its infrastructure, including its

transportation and communication systems, to facilitate tourists' safe and secure travel

throughout the region.

5: Tourist recommendations have also been featured in news reports about Yunnan, with

articles providing tips and advice for travelers on where to go and what to do in the province.

Typically, these suggestions are intended to help tourists plan their trips to Yunnan and

maximize their time there.

6: Culture tourism has also been a focus of news reporting about Yunnan, with articles

highlighting the province's many cultural attractions, including its traditional festivals, and

unique handicrafts. The province's tourism industry relies heavily on these cultural

attractions, which are a major tourist draw.
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7: Ecotourism has also been featured in news articles about Yunnan, with articles highlighting

the province's unique natural environment and the abundance of opportunities for outdoor

activities such as hiking, birdwatching, and camping. The province's many national parks and

nature reserves are a major attraction for eco-tourists, and are an important part of the

province's tourism industry.

8: Finally, international relations have also been a context in which Yunnan has been featured

in news reporting. The province's expanding tourism industry has made it an important player

in the global tourism market, and news articles have discussed the tourism-related

relationships between Yunnan and other countries and the potential benefits for the province.

Question 1b) Can the occurrence of these contexts be considered to have changed after the

1999 World Horticultural Exposition in Kunming - and if so, how?

Table 11 A comparison of the contexts in which tourism is mentioned from each year
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The 1999 World Horticultural Exposition in Kunming may have had an effect on the context

in which Yunnan tourism is discussed in the news, although it is difficult to prove this with

the limited data available for this study.

One potential effect of the World Horticultural Exposition on tourism in Yunnan is an

increase in news coverage of exhibitions and events. The success of the exposition, which

highlighted the province's beautiful flora and fauna, may have resulted in increased coverage

of other exhibitions and events in Yunnan, thereby highlighting the region's tourist

attractions. Nevertheless, according to Table 11, this does not appear to be the case, as only

Article 29 mentions a Yunnan-related tourism exhibition taking place in 2009.

An additional potential effect of the World Horticultural Exposition on news coverage of

tourism in Yunnan is a greater emphasis on the region's natural beauty. The exposition was a

showcase of Yunnan's distinctive natural environment, and this may have resulted in more

news articles highlighting the province's breathtaking landscapes and outdoor activities. This

could in turn attract more nature and ecotourism enthusiasts to the region.

The World Horticultural Exposition may have also influenced news coverage of Yunnan's

economy. The success of the event may have contributed to the expansion of the province's

tourism industry, resulting in an increase in media coverage of the economic benefits of

tourism in Yunnan and its positive effect on the local economy.

In addition, the World Horticultural Exposition may have increased news coverage of

Yunnan's culture. The event was an opportunity to highlight the province's rich cultural

heritage, which may have increased interest in the region's customs and traditions. As a

result, there may have been an increase in news articles about cultural tourism in Yunnan

after the exposition.

Overall, it is probable that the 1999 World Horticultural Exposition held in Kunming had an

effect on the context in which Yunnan tourism is discussed in news articles. The event's

success may have increased coverage of exhibitions and events, the region's natural beauty,

Yunnan's economy, and its cultural heritage, all of which can help promote the province as a

tourist destination.
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5.2 Critical discourse analysis: the construction of minorities and stereotyping

Question 2a) In what ways is the image of minorities constructed in news reporting in some

of the contexts identified? And 2b) To what extent and in what way is news reporting

characterized by stereotyping?

In the news reporting identified, the image of minorities is often constructed in a way that

perpetuates stereotypes and oversimplifies their experiences and characteristics. For example,

Article 2 suggests that all people from the Yunnan-Guizhou Plateau are poor and isolated, and

that all women from this region are seeking to improve their lives through marriage to men

from other regions.

In article 7 the Dulong and Nu ethnic groups are constructed as being closely connected to

the natural environment and having a strong sense of responsibility for protecting the forest,

and article 25 portays the ethnic minorities in Xishuangbanna as being innately musical and

dance-able. In addition, the article objectifies and sexualizes the appearance of minority

women.

In article 34 and 37 the minority groups being discussed are depicted as being isolated and

living in primitive conditions before the intervention of the Chinese government and

Communist Party. They are also depicted as being grateful to the government and Party for

improving their living conditions and bringing them into modern society.

However, both article 19 and article 32 mention minority groups, but there is no apparent

stereotyping or negative depiction of them. Instead, they emphasize the presentation of article

subjects.

Overall, news reporting in some of these contexts is characterized by stereotyping that

oversimplifies and homogenizes the experiences and characteristics of minorities, and

reinforces harmful gender roles and stereotypes. It can therefore be argued that news

reporting on minorities is, to some extent, characterised by stereotyping.

6. Further research
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There are several areas of further research that can be done on the context in which tourism in

Yunnan appears in news reporting. Some potential research directions include:

A content analysis of news articles about tourism in Yunnan similar to this one. Still over a

specific time period but with more articles, to better be able to identify trends and patterns in

the topics and themes covered. This could involve quantitatively analyzing a larger number of

articles to determine the most common topics or a deeper look into the tone of the reporting,

and any changes over time.

An in-depth study of the impact of specific events or developments on news reporting about

tourism in Yunnan. For example, this study focuses on the impact of the 1999 World

Horticultural Exposition on news reporting about the region, however you could just as well

study the impact of for example a major natural disaster or political event on the tone and

content of news articles about tourism in Yunnan.

A comparative analysis of news reporting about tourism in other popular tourist destinations

in China or around the world. This could involve comparing the topics and themes covered,

the tone of the reporting, and the sources of the information used in news articles about

tourism in Yunnan with those of other destinations.

An examination of the role of social media and other digital platforms in shaping the context

in which tourism in Yunnan appears in news reporting. This could involve analyzing

user-generated content, such as blogs, forums, and social media posts, to understand the ways

in which tourists and other individuals are contributing to the discourse about tourism in

Yunnan.

Overall, there are many potential directions for further research on the context in which

tourism in Yunnan appears in news reporting. These studies could provide valuable insights

into the trends, patterns, and influences shaping the discourse about tourism in Yunnan, and

help to better understand the role of the media in promoting the region as a destination for

travelers.
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Appendixes

Appendix 1: 51 identified news articles for the quantitative study

Article 1 (1989)

Du Kuichang 杜奎昌, “Jianguo sishi zhounian mei zhan zai Kunming kaimu” 建国四十周年

美展在昆明开幕 [Fortieth Anniversary of the Founding of the People's Republic of China

Art Exhibition Opens in Kunming], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], May 26,

1989

Article 2 (1989)

Qian Jiang 钱江, “Gaoyuan shang tangxia nüer he” 高原上淌下女儿河 [The Daughter River

flows down the plateau], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], May 21, 1989

Article 3 (1989)

Qian Jiang 钱江, “Cangshan Erhai de kunjiong” 苍山洱海的困窘 [The Embarrassment of

Cangshan Erhai], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], May 20, 1989

Article 4 (1989)
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Daily], June 30, 1989

Article 5 (1999)

Wang Jinhu 王锦鹄, Lu peifa 陆培法, Wang Bo 汪波, “Daxi nanqu yu jingji xiezuo

chengxian shengji” 大西南区域经济协作呈现生机 [Regional Economic Collaboration in

the Greater Southwest Shows Vitality], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], June 5,

1999

Article 6 (1999)

Zhao Yongxin 赵永新, “Dianchi shuizhi haoduo le” 滇池水质好多了 [The water quality in

Dianchi is much better], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], May 2, 1999

Article 7 (1999)

Meng Xianli 孟宪励, “Gongshan shengming lin” 贡山生命林 [The Forest of Life in

Gongshan], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], May 28, 1999

Article 8 (1999)

Wang Bo 汪波, “Yunnan lüyouye chixu kuaisufazhan” 云南旅游业持续快速发展 [Yunnan's

tourism industry continues to grow rapidly], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily],

May 26, 1999

Article 9 (1999)

Wang Bo 汪波, “Shibohui zhishi jingsai zai Kunming banjiang” 世博会知识竞赛在昆明颁
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Li Ziliang 李自良, “Zhuazhujiyu zhashi gongzuo jiakuai fazhan lüyouye” 抓住机遇扎实工

作加快发展旅游业 [Seize the opportunity to work hard to accelerate tourism development],

“Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], May 20, 1999

Article 11 (1999)
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努力 [Dianchi has a good record on pollution control but efforts are still needed], “Renmin

ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], May 5, 1999

Article 16 (1999)

Wang Bo 汪波, Zhang Fan 张帆, “Shibohui zhuanti huodong ge zhan yicai” 世博会专题活

动各展异彩 [World Expo special events in all their glory], “Renmin ribao”人民日报

[People’s Daily], May 4, 1999

Article 17 (1999)

Wang Bo 汪波, “Jiao yifen manyi dajuan” 交一份满意答卷 [Delivering a satisfactory

answer sheet], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], June 28, 1999
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Liu Xiao 刘霄, Wang Junqiang 王军强, Li Chun 李纯, “Yeshengdongwu jidai baohu” 野生

动物亟待保护 [Wildlife in urgent need of protection], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s

Daily], June 22, 1999

Article 19 (1999)

Meng Xianli 孟宪励, “Xianggelila Xianggelila” 香格里拉 香格里拉 [Shangri-La

Shangri-La], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], June 8, 1999

Article 20 (1999)

Yang Yueping 杨跃萍, “Jianli tese jingji zengqiang jingzhengnengli” 建立特色经济增强竞

争能力 [Building a distinctive economy to enhance competitiveness], “Renmin ribao”人民

日报 [People’s Daily], June 7, 1999

Article 21 (1999)

Zhao Yongxin 赵永新, “Yi hu bi shui ying gaoyuan” 一湖碧水映高原 [A lake of blue water

reflecting the plateau], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], June 4, 1999

Article 22 (2009)

Chen Feiyu 陈沸宇, Xu Yuanfeng 徐元锋, Liu Yuguo 刘裕国, Xiao Yao 肖遥, “Ting minyi

ju min zhi zhong shiji jie nanti” 听民意聚民智重实际解难题 [Listening to the public and

gather their wisdom, focus on practical solutions to problems], “Renmin ribao”人民日报

[People’s Daily], June 5, 2009

Article 23 (2009)

Chai Mao 柴茂, “Chuxing bie wang mai fen yiwaixian” 出行别忘买份意外险 [Don't forget

to take out accident insurance when you travel], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily],

June 22, 2009

Article 24 (2009)

Zhang Yi 张毅, “Xiangyue qu fang yu” 相约去放鱼 [Meeting to release fish], “Renmin

ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], June 15, 2009

Article 25 (2009)
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Yang Xuan 杨暄, “Ting Yunnan de xiangsheng” 听，云南的响声 [Listen, the sound of

Yunnan], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], June 13, 2009

Article 26 (2009)

Yun Yi 云义, Zhen Ru 甄如, “Hexie fazhan xin Yuxi” 和谐发展新玉溪 [Harmonious

development of the new Yuxi], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], June 12, 2009

Article 27 (2009)

Hu Hongjiang 胡洪江, “Nie Er guxiang maixiang yinyue zhi cheng” 聂耳故乡迈向音乐之

城 [Nie Er's hometown becomes a "City of Music"], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s

Daily],  June 12, 2009

Article 28 (2009)

Cui Peng 崔鹏, Xu Yuanfeng 徐元锋, “Yunnan lüyou chanye gaige shidian quanmian

qidong” 云南旅游产业改革试点全面启动 [Yunnan's tourism industry reform pilot launched

in full swing], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], May 29, 2009

Article 29 (2009)

Wang Yao 王尧, Wu Yaming 吴亚明, “Liangan jiaoliu zai shangceng lou” 两岸交流再上层

楼 [Cross-strait exchanges take another step up], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily],

May 27, 2009

Article 30 (2009)

Jiang Jianke 蒋建科, “Mangmu yinzhong fengxian henda” 盲目引种风险很大 [Blind

introductions are very risky], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], May 21, 2009

Article 31 (2009)

Sun Xiuyan 孙秀艳, “Daji shengwu haidao renrenyouze” 打击生物海盗人人有责

[Everyone has a role to play in the fight against 'biopiracy'], “Renmin ribao”人民日报

[People’s Daily], May 21, 2009

Article 32 (2009)
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Xu Yuanfeng 徐元锋, Pan Shaojun 潘少军, Xu Yunhua 许云华, “Yexiang zhaoshi ruhe

peichang” 野象肇事如何赔偿 [How to compensate for wild elephant accidents], “Renmin

ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], May 7, 2009

Article 33 (2019)

[Advert], Huaqiao cheng jituan 华侨城集团 [OCT Group], “Huaqiao cheng wei meihao

shenghuo chixu fu neng” 华侨城为美好生活持续赋能 [OCT continues to enable a better

life],  “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], May 17, 2019

Article 34 (2019)

Jing Yi 景宜, “Gaoli Gongshan gao yo Dulong jiangshui chang” 高黎贡山高哟，独龙江水

长 [The high mountains of Gaoligong and the long waters of the Dulong river], “Renmin

ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], May 11, 2019

Article 35 (2019)

Zhang Fan 张帆, Xu Jingeng 徐锦庚, “Jianshe hao jiaxiang shouhu bianjiang” 建设好家乡

守护好边疆 [Building a good home, protecting the frontier], “Renmin ribao”人民日报

[People’s Daily], May 4, 2019

Article 36 (2019)

Yang Wenming 杨文明, “Hui chu ren yu ziran dei hexie huajuan” 绘出人与自然的和谐画卷

[Painting a picture of harmony between man and nature], “Renmin ribao”人民日报

[People’s Daily], May 3, 2019

Article 37 (2019)

Zhang Fan 张帆, Xu Jingeng 徐锦庚, “Mai shang xiaokang lu shenghuo bian le yang” 迈上

小康路生活变了样 [Life has changed for the better on the road to prosperity], “Renmin

ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], May 3, 2019

Article 38 (2019)

Li Jiading 李家鼎, Xing Zengrui 邢增睿, Ma Xiaoling 马晓玲, Ding Ting 丁汀, Yan Xu 闫

旭, Yang Wenming 杨文明, “Baohu shengtaihuanjing jianshe meili zhongguo” 保护生态环

境 建设美丽中国 [Protecting the ecological environment and building a beautiful China],

“Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], May 2, 2019
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Article 39 (2019)

Yang Yimiao 杨一苗, Gao Jing 高静, “Yunnansheng feiwuzhi wenhuayichan liangxiang

Bali” 云南省非物质文化遗产亮相巴黎 [Intangible cultural heritage of Yunnan Province

presented in Paris], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], May 2, 2019

Article 40 (2019)

[No author], “Zhongguogongchandang he Laoworenmingemingdang guanyu goujian zhong

lao mingyun gongtongti xingdongjihua” 中国共产党和老挝人民革命党关于构建中老命运

共同体行动计划 [Plan of Action of the Communist Party of China and the Lao People's

Revolutionary Party on building a community of destiny between China and Laos], “Renmin

ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], May 1, 2019

Article 41 (2019)

Zhuang Beining 庄北宁, “Zhongguo lüyou wenhua zhou zai Miandian kaimu” 中国旅游文

化周在缅甸开幕 [Chinese Tourism and Culture Week opens in Myanmar], “Renmin ribao”

人民日报 [People’s Daily], June 4, 2019

Article 42 (2019)

Fan Jianhua 范建华, “Dali tuidong xiangcun wenhua zhenxing” 大力推动乡村文化振兴

[Vigorous promotion of rural cultural revitalisation], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s

Daily], June 3, 2019

Article 43 (2019)

Han Xin 韩鑫, “Tisu jiang fei huanfa chuantong chanye huoli” 提速降费 焕发传统产业活

力 [Speed up and reduce tariffs to rejuvenate traditional industries], “Renmin ribao”人民日

报 [People’s Daily], May 31, 2019

Article 44 (2019)

Xu Yuanfeng 徐元锋, “Jiang xiangchou rongru jiaxiang jianshe” 将乡愁融入家乡建设

[Integrating nostalgia into hometown building], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily],

May 28, 2019

Article 45 (2019)
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Wang Ke 王珂, “Xin yipi guojiaji lüyou dujiaqu gongbu” 新一批国家级旅游度假区公布

[New batch of national tourism resorts announced], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s

Daily], May 22, 2019

Article 46 (2019)

Han Xin 韩鑫, “Xinxihua rang lüyou geng zhihui” 信息化让旅游更智慧 [Information

technology makes tourism "smarter"], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], May 22,

2019

Article 47 (2019)

Wan Xiubin 万秀斌, Cheng Huan 程焕, “Chishuihe chongxian shui qing an lü” 赤水河重现

水清岸绿 [Chishui River returns to clear water and green banks], “Renmin ribao”人民日报

[People’s Daily], June 23, 2019

Article 48 (2019)

Han Shuo 韩硕, “Zhonguo nongye shuzihua zhuanxing jingyanzhi de jiejian” 中国农业数字

化转型经验值得借鉴 [China's experience in digital transformation of agriculture is worth

learning from], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], June 14, 2019

Article 49 (2019)

Liu Xinwu 刘新吾, “Bawu sui reng dai xuesheng yewai kekao” 85岁仍带学生野外科考

[Still taking students on field trips at 85], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily], June

10, 2019

Article 50 (2019)

Yang Wenming 杨文明, Chen Haiyan 陈海燕, “Minsu youle kaihuai” 民俗游乐开怀

[Folkloric fun and excitement], “Renmin ribao”人民日报 [People’s Daily],  June 5, 2019

Article 51 (2019)

Gu Zhongyang 顾仲阳, Guo Xiang 郭祥, “Dizhi gongyuan shouhu diqiu yinji” 地质公园，

守护地球印记 [Geopark, guardian of the earth's imprints], “Renmin ribao”人民日报

[People’s Daily], June 5, 2019
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Appendix 2: Codebook and instructions for the media contexts in which tourism

appears in People’s Daily

Identification variables, questions to ask the material and instructions

1. Exhibitions

Question + instruction: does tourism occur in a media context about exhibitions related to

Yunnan and tourism, such as art, horticulture, and culture? If yes, code the article as

"Exhibitions" and note the year.

2. Nature

Question + instruction: does tourism occur in a media context about nature in Yunnan and its

relationship with tourism, such as biodiversity and invasive species to geology and water

pollution? If yes, code the article as "Nature" and note the year.

3. Economy

Question + instruction: does tourism occur in a media context about Yunnan’s economy and

its connections to tourism, such as private investments, poverty alleviation, and construction

projects? If yes, code the article as "Economy" and note the year.

4. Law, order, and the CCP

Question + instruction: does tourism occur in a media context about law and order or the

CCP's role in Yunnan's tourism industry, such as celebrations of the CCP, call to action to

cadres and Chinese law? If yes, code the article as "Law, order, and the CCP" and note the

year.

5. Tourist recommendations

Question + instruction: does tourism occur in a media context about recommendations of

visits and attractions in Yunnan directed at tourists? If yes, code the article as "Tourist

recommendations" and note the year.

6. Cultural tourism
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Question + instruction: does tourism occur in a media context where the objective is to

experience a culture outside of one's normal environment? If yes, code the article as "Cultural

tourism" and note the year.

7. Ecotourism

Question + instruction: does tourism occur in a media context where experiencing nature is

the primary objective, or tourism with an emphasis on environmental sustainability? If yes,

code the article as "Ecotourism" and note the year.

8. International relations

Question + instruction: does tourism occur in a media context about its role in international

relations, such as cultural exchanges and cross-border cooperation? If yes, code the article as

"International relations" and note the year.

Table 12 Summary of the number of articles found in the identified media contexts

Categories: 1989 1999 2009 2019 Total:

Exhibitions 1 9 1 5 14

Nature 1 6 5 5 17

Economy 1 8 5 7 21

Law, order and the CCP 2 1 3 2 8

Tourist recommendations 0 3 1 2 6

Culture tourism 0 0 3 6 9

Eco-tourism 0 1 2 2 5

International relations 0 1 2 3 6
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